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Sewing is no longer the preserve of grandmothers and aunties. The popularity of vintage clothing and brands such as Cath
Kidston have led to a revival of 'make do and mend', and people of all ages are getting creative. This title starts with the basic kit
and techniques before introducing fastenings, embellishments, clothing and home furnishings.
Demonstrates special techniques for sewing with knit fabrics, includes a variety of basic patterns, and shows how to make shirts,
cardigans, pants, skirts, swimwear, and activewear
Dressmaking, Machine Sewing, Tailoring.
Demonstrates the parts of a sewing machine, threading the machine, safety and provides some easy projects to make.
The Black Panther Party represents Black Panther Party members' coordinated responses over the last four decades to the failure
of city, state, and federal bureaucrats to address the basic needs of their respective communities. The Party pioneered free social
service programs that are now in the mainstream of American life. The Party's Sickle Cell Anemia Research Foundation, operated
with Oakland's Children's Hospital, was among the nation's first such testing programs. Its Free Breakfast Program served as a
model for national programs. Other initiatives included free clinics, grocery giveaways, school and education programs, senior
programs, and legal aid programs. Published here for the first time in book form, The Black Panther Party makes the case that the
programs' methods are viable models for addressing the persistent, basic social injustices and economic problems of today's
American cities and suburbs.
Some 2,500 detailed supplier listings in two broad categories--general arts, crafts and hobbies; and needlecrafts, sewing and fiber
arts--are followed by a comprehensive resources section with listings of information, supply, and publication resources for those in
or about to enter a crafts business. Published by Betterway Books, 1507 Dana Avenue, Cincinnati, OH 45207. Annotation
copyright by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR
Quilting expert Eleanor Burns introduces two classic quilt patterns that are combined to make this beautiful Orion's Star Quilt. The
Evening Star centers are flawlessly made using the Quilt in a Day unique Flying Geese method. Then they are surrounded by two
complementary colors using easy strip piecing to form "logs". Yardage charts are written for all quilt sizes, wall hangings through
king.
"Successful Serging" is a practical, at-your-fingertips reference guide that contains hundreds of techniques and tips for getting the
most out of your serger.
The First Aid Manual is the UK's only fully authorised first aid guide, endorsed by St John Ambulance, St Andrew's First Aid and
the British Red Cross and packed with step-by-step first aid advice. Used as the official training manual for the UK's leading first
aid organisations' courses, the bestselling First Aid Manual covers all aspects of first aid, from emergency first aid and first aid for
babies and children, to the latest guidelines on resuscitation, helping a drowning casualty, and snake bites. Find out how to treat
over 100 different conditions from splinters and sprained ankles to strokes and unresponsiveness and how to use essential
equipment including a defibrillator. Step-by-step photography, all shot in-situ to reflect real-life issues, shows you what to do in any
situation. The ideal first aid book for you and your family, keep the First Aid Manual handy; it could be a life-saver. (Previous
edition ISBN 9781409342007)
“There's nothing better than an author who's made all the mistakes herself, has taught hundreds of others, and writes with humor.
Chris James fills the bill. This beautiful book talks about knits, rolled hems, and flatlocking. At the end is a trouble-shooting
guide....The close-up color photos make her text even more understandable....highly recommended.”—The Creative Machine.
“The most comprehensive reference on serging to date.”—Craft & Needlework Age.
All you need to know about the coverstitch sewing machine and the techniques you can achieve using it. From the author of the
best-selling The Overlocker Technique Manual now comes The Coverstitch Machine Manual. Aimed at sewers of all abilities, this
is the perfect guide to help you get the most out of your coverstitch machine. Comprehensive step-by-step instructions and
photographs demonstrate the essential stitches and sewing techniques. Julia also shows you how to set up your machine, how to
adjust the settings and how to finish and secure ends. From stabilizing fabrics to finishing cuffs and necklines, this book covers it
all! Put these skills into practice to create a simple summer dress, gift bag, table runner, reversible bikini, wash bag and more. The
coverstitch machine is so versatile! The troubleshooting section equips you with strategies and hints for fixing mistakes. There is
also a buyer's guide to different coverstitch machines, to help you select the right machine for you.
Aiming to help with the productivity and efficiency of garment-producing enterprises, this book suggests practical ideas for the
design, materials, safety, welfare and maintenance of the business. It also presents procedures and examples for identifying and
assessing productivity.
Introduces the features and accessories of overlock sewing machines, and shows how to baste and sew seams, adjust stitches,
and make clothing
Getting your sewing machine repaired is not cheap. You'll easily pay over $100 for a simple diagnostic service. Stop wasting
money when you can easily solve most sewing machine problems yourself.This troubleshooting guide walks you through how to
fix more than 20 of the most common sewing machine problems. Here are a few things it covers:* Why Does My Needle Keep
Breaking?* Why Is My Sewing Machine Skipping Stitches?* Why Is My Fabric Puckering at the Seams?* Why Won't My Sewing
Machine Sew or Feed Fabric?* Why Is My Sewing Machine Making a Knocking Noise?* Why Does My Thread Keep
Breaking?Your sewing machine is going to give you troubles sooner or later. It's inevitable. With this troubleshooting guide, you'll
be prepared to tackle almost any problem your sewing machine throws at you. The best part is that you won't have to pack up your
machine and wait several days for a repair technician to service it. You can have your sewing machine up and running again in a
matter of minutes. That means more time sewing and less time crying!Get a copy of Sewing Machine Problems and How to Solve
Them to keep in your sewing room. You can fix most sewing machine problems yourself!
Turn cut-paper snowflakes into intricate fabric sewflakes that add dazzle to your quilts. 5 projects.
How do organizations structure themselves? A synthesis of the empirical literature in the field, supported by numerous examples
and illustrations, provides images that produce a theory. The author introduces five basic configurations of structure - the simple
structure, the machine bureaucracy, the professional bu- reaucracy, the divisionalized form, and the adhocracy. This book reveals
that structure seems to be at the root of many questions about organizations and why they function as they do.
101 Sewing SecretsRandom House Canada
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Discusses fabrics, buttons, trims, and interfacings, gives advice on fitting, wardrobe planning, tailoring, and special techniques,
and covers topstitching, cutwork, ribbon applique, lace inserts, piping, and decorative seams
Ideal for both beginners and advanced sewers, this book includes templates of sewing tables and cabinets, floor plans, and
organizing tools.
Helps all levels of quilters fully realize all the machine stitches available to them and provides practice via 12 projects. Original.
"With just a little know-how and the right accessories, you can get the most out of your sewing machine and give all your sewing
and quilting projects a professional look! In Sewing Machine Magic, author and sewing expert Steffani Lincecum shares 30+ years
of experience on how to handle a sewing machine with greater ease and confidence, and explains how to easily find and use the
right presser feet and other accessories for your machine, whether you purchased it at retail or found it at a yard sale. You'll learn
the logistics of managing thread, how to achieve the proper stitch formation for every project, and how to troubleshoot a variety of
common sewing problems. Learn to use more than 30 presser feet and other accessories, from the basics to more specialized
tools designed to maximize efficiency, precision, and creativity. The 10 fashion and home decor projects show inventive ways to
use some of the feet and accessories"--

Mollie Makes is the UK's most successful lifestyle and craft magazine, bringing you the best of contemporary craft. The
Mollie Makes team have hand-picked projects from their favourite international designers.
Provides information on getting the best use out of a serger, including how to set up the machine, how to edge fabrics
quickly, and other techniques such as roll hemming and flatlocking.
Kids can sew too! This inspiring guide includes 21 fun sewing projects for children ages 5 and up. With easy-to-follow
illustrated instructions and cut-out patterns, young crafters will quickly be sewing up colorful pillows, potholders, dolls,
blankets, and more. These kid-tested projects require only minimal supervision and most can be made using simple hand
stitches, so no sewing machine is required. With plenty of encouragement and helpful tips, Sewing School ® helps young
sewers develop their skills while sparking a passion that will last a lifetime. Also available in this series: Sewing School ®
2,Sewing School ® Fashion Design, Sewing School ® Quilts, and Sewing School ® Box Set.
A look in to the people who have contributed to Glasgow throughout history, in turn making it flourish.
An exquisite, full-color guide to sashiko, a simple Japanese stitching technique that uses stunning patterns to decorate or
repair clothing, accessories, and home textiles. Requiring no special equipment other than a sewing needle and thread,
Make and Mend introduces the incredibly simple technique of sashiko--a striking hand-sewing method using a running
stitch to form pleasing geometric patterns. Sashiko is traditionally used to mend and repair clothing and textiles, but it can
just as easily be used to create beautiful, decorative projects for the home. With fifteen projects applying a modern, ontrend aesthetic to this ancient craft, Make and Mend shows readers how to apply sashiko stitching to a variety of craft
projects, such as repairing torn jeans, mending a ripped hem, and making decorative pillows, napkins, a tablecloth, and a
totebag. Touching on the concepts of beauty in minimalism and resourceful simplicity, as well as a fascination with Japan
and Japanese design, this easy and accessible book appeals to both the seasoned maker and total beginner.
Pucker or Puckering is the most used (abused?) term in the garment manufacturing industry. Pick up any quality
controllers report, and the first thing that will strike your eye will be “…Puckering in armhole, …Puckering in neckline
binding, …control Puckering in bottom hem…” the list is endless. Buying office quality controllers are as enamoured of this
term as much as manufacturers abhor it. What is it that makes it so distasteful? Why does it occur? How can it be
controlled? While there are numerous leaflets, documents and articles available on pucker, we have found that the
majority of them lay great stress on “inherent pucker” (only material parameters). In this booklet have tried to include
process parameters as well as sewing of lightweight fabrics. All said and done, the problem is so intricately
interdependent that exhaustive compilation is well nigh impossible. We are sure this booklet will help manufacturers to
understand the rationale behind this publication and we will consider our effort successful if enthusiastic readers regularly
inform us about newer methods to tackle the problem.
Provides suggestions for selecting sewing supplies and setting up a sewing room, copying and existing garment, and
making professional and designer-type details
This is the most comprehensive and up to date book about sergers available covering all skill levels from basic to expert.
Although advanced topics are covered the book is easy to navigate and understand. Many people find threading a serger
to be difficult, so an entire chapter is dedicated to threading and basic use. The book goes on to cover advanced topics
such as troubleshooting, adjustment, maintenance & repair. Covered in-depth are adjusting tension, stitches, decorative
stitches, needles, feet, thread and more. From home sergers to industrial overlock machines and coverstitch machines
many of the latest machines are featured with insights on features, capabilities and best use for each model or class of
machine. Buying a serger can be frustrating and time consuming because of the overwhelming number of features and
types of machines that are available. The buying recommendations will help you cut through the confusion and figure out
what features you really need. Most people have a love/hate relationship with their serger. Everything is great when the
machine is working good but most people hate them when frustrating problems arise. This book will empower you to
eliminate the hate part of the relationship and put you in control of the machine. In depth sections on adjusting tension
and troubleshooting will help you handle most problems (and know which problems not to tackle). Above all sergers are
creative tools. If you know and understand the tools you can use them efficiently and effectively. For sewing machines
check out our top selling companion book "The Sewing Machine Master Guide" and for sewing machine basics "The
Sewing Machine Quick Guide." The Serger and Overlock Master Guide was written as both an eBook and print book
using optimized reflowable formatting for a perfect presentation on small or large devices. Everything from a basic eBook
reader or Kindle to a large screen PC or Mac is supported. Why the low price? Electronic publishing and print-on-demand
is used with distribution to more than 80 countries worldwide. The pricing reflects this new technology and distribution
model.
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“With its diverse selection of fabrics and designs, A Quilting Life is a fine pick for any quilter looking to produce familyoriented keepsake results.” —The Needlecraft Shelf Bring the handmade tradition home with these charming quilts and
home accessories. Inspired by a grandmother who loved to sew for her family, quilter and blogger Sherri McConnell
gives traditional patterns like hexagons, stars, snowballs, and Dresden Plates a new look featuring fabrics by some of
today’s most popular designers. Nineteen cozy projects include pillows, tote bags, table runners, and larger quilts—quick
and easy designs that make great gifts. “Sherri’s book is a treasure! It’s full of fun and straight-forward patterns for
quilts, table toppers, pillows, bags and more—all the goodies to make a cozy home.” —Thimbleanna “Would you like the
opportunity to make tomorrow’s heirlooms in today’s vast selection of prints? . . . If so, this could be the reference book
that will get you started. There are 19 projects, mainly focusing on handmade household items but including some larger
quilts too.” —Fabrications Quilting for You “Beautiful inspiration if you are a seasoned quilter, but also a great resource
with clear and in some cases, simple patterns for newbies as well.” —Diary of a Quilter “Color photos of finished
needlework projects accompany step-by-step diagrams and assembly patterns, while at-a-glance sidebars covering
materials and cutting allow needleworkers to gauge the complexity of each project.” —The Needlecraft Shelf
Have you ever bought the perfect stack of fat quarters, only to see that same bundle decorating your shelf two years
later? Give stashed fabrics new life with 13 quilt patterns to make the most of your precut collection! Kate Carlson
Colleran and Elizabeth Veit Balderrama, both of Seams Like a Dream Quilt Designs, show you the basics of how to quilt
from your stash, with a special focus on color, print, and scale. More than a dozen vibrant and versatile quilt patterns are
tailored to precut fabric strips, squares, and fat quarters. Learn how to add additional yardage, mix and match different
fabric lines, and design a stunning quilt from fabric you already have on hand.
This early work is fascinating read for sewing enthusiasts and contains much information that is useful and practical
today. Its 240 pages are extensively illustrated with diagrams and photographs and 18 full page plates, forming a
complete how-to guide to sewing. Many of the earliest books, particularly those dating back to the 1900s and before, are
now extremely scarce and increasingly expensive. We are republishing these classic works in affordable, high quality,
modern editions, using the original text and artwork.
The highly illustrated Apparel Production Terms and Processes follows the product life cycle from concept through
completion. The new edition takes a global perspective with expanded coverage of sizing standards and fit information to
complete the scope of the apparel production process.
Many of the earliest books, particularly those dating back to the 1900s and before, are now extremely scarce and
increasingly expensive. We are republishing these classic works in affordable, high quality, modern editions, using the
original text and artwork.
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